SphereShield integrates with AudioCodes
SphereShield has integrated with SmartTAP360° to meet compliance
and functionality requirements of AudioCodes customers.
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Highlights
Audio Transcript to 70+ Languages with Automatic language detection
Smart DLP Incidents with link to Recording Time
Advanced AI Insights for detection of Named Entities, Emotions, sentiments and
Capture and inspect all content: files, messages, audio and video
Control who can communicate with whom using specific collaboration options
Make communication searchable by dates, attendes, text, keywords and more
Support many compliance regulations such as MiFID II, HIPAA, FINRA, and more

Introduction

SmartTAP 360⁰ is AudioCodes
flagship for enterprise
compliance-recording, allowing
companies to capture and index any
customer or organizational
interactions across both external and
internal communication channels.
AGAT Software has joined powers
with AudioCodes to integrate our
Recording AI Compliance Analysis
solution together with SmartTAP
360⁰.

Ethical Wall

The most advanced AI for
transcript and analysis

SphereShield can transcribe to 70+
with automatic language detection
and speaker enumeration (Who said
what and when). OCR detects and
transcribes text captured from video
and/or screen sharing.
What is more, users can get
advanced AI Insights that can detect
emotions such as joy, sadness, anger
or fear. Also detect positive or
negative sentiments.
Video scenes are automatically
created as well as labels & keywords

Restrict communication participants,
and control or block specific options
such as chat or file/screen sharing,
between different users. Granular
control is offered based on groups,
domains and users and applied
dynamically based on the context of
the communication. Specific policies
can be applied to chat, teams and
meetings depending on participant
type (Employee, external or guest).

Search And Export Information
Easy And Fast With eDiscovery

Advanced Data Loss Prevention

As one of SphereShield’s main
purposes is to help businesses stay
compliant with diverse regulations,
our solution addresses regulations
such as: MiFID II, HIPAA, FINRA and
more.

SphereShield provides DLP
inspection for Audio, Video (using
OCR), Messages and Files that alerts
on violations to both compliance
officer and user performing the
action. Configure rules from a
pre-defined list or build custom
Easily integrates with leading DLP
vendors: Symantec, McAfee, GTB,
ForcePoint, Google and Fidelis.

SphereShield’s advanced eDiscovery
module offers a search by text, user,
audio transcript, files and chat
content, dates and more. Users can
see messages, transcript and file
incidents in contextSphereShield can
also be integrated with existing
eDiscovery solutions.

Support Compliance regulations

About AGAT Software

AGAT is an innovative software
provider specializing in security and
compliance
solutions.
AGAT’s
SphereShield product suite handles
threats related to authentication and
identity, as well as content inspection
and data protection. Utilizing this
expertise,
AGAT
developed
SphereShield
to
secure
unified
communication (UC) and collaboration
platforms such as Skype for Business,
Microsoft Teams and Webex Teams.
AGAT‘s client base consiﬆs of government
oﬃces, banks, insurance companies and
large induﬆrial global corporations,
including Fortune 500 companies.
AGAT Software, Har-Hotzvim Hi-Tech Park,
Jerusalem, Israel
Tel: +972-2-5799123
Mail: info@agatsoftware.com

